Face North.
Close your eyes.
Picture yourself standing on a moon made entirely of Ruby.
There is nothing but a vast Ruby floor all around you, penetrating a vast empty black sky above,
void of stars but swooping with a ring of white light along the horizon.
A force approaches you with an Egg shaped head, an alien grey like force,
but full of loving benevolence.
Say, "Lam. Ignite Muldhara."
The force plants a seed between your feet,
then disappears through a nearby dimensional vortice,
leaving you alone again with the vast expanse of Ruby floor and black sky.
Now picture a blue snake rising up from the seed planted
in the earth below of the Ruby Moon.
Feel the serpent crawl up your legs into a Citrine Moon located in your genital sphere.
Feel it pause there and let it feed the Citrine Moon, then feel the Citrine Moon grow vibrant and
Let it illuminate within you.
Feel yourself becoming sexually aroused with a creative desire that is
more exciting than any sensual affair you've ever known or experienced.
Feel the serpent rising toward a small Golden Sun
located in the pit of your stomach. Let it pause there. Let it feed the Golden Sun.
Feel the Golden Sun light the Citrine and Ruby Moons below it,
allowing them both to beam with light as crystal takes to light,
as though the two become electric underneath.

Turn West.
The now luminous blue serpent rises to the Emerald Moon,
located in your heart.
The Emerald Moon is lit up beautifully by the Golden Sun below.
Say, "Babalon, crush me and fill me with all of your love."
Feel her warmth, inspiration, and compassion
flourish and pulse within. The Emerald Moon is vibrantly shining within and spinning.
Turn South. Feel the luminous blue serpent rise to and feed a glowing and vibrant
Sapphire Moon located in your throat.
Place your finger to your lips in the sign of Harpocrates.
Remain silent and sanctified.
Feel it spit a powerful Amethyst venom into your third eye.
Say, "Shiva, awaken within me."
See a green Eye open within.
Turn East.
Feel the Eye turn upwards, omitting a horizon of multicolored rays of light.
They look like an iridescent rainbow. From those iridescent rays,
feel a Diamond Moon forming a Nimbus around your head.
Let it grow full, pulsing, and vibrant.
You are One with Eternity.
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